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Abstract: A research project, in the framework of the Spanish National
Program of Technologies of Services of the Information Society, has been underta
ken, whose object was the acquisition and application of new knowledge and tech
niques that can turn useful to contribute to considerably improve the domain of
interactive television. The project, IntegraTV-4all, has been an effort towards a new
television for all and to promote the access of people with special needs to the new
technologies, with a development adapted and oriented to their possibilities and
necessities, which includes both graphical and natural-language interfaces.

This paper characterizes the general approach of the project and the artifi
cial-intelligence techniques used, including a dialogue management for the natu
ral-language interface and a virtual narrator in the domain of interactive systems of
d igital-entertai nment consumption.

Resumen: En el marco del Programa Nacional de Tecnologfas de Servicios de
la Sociedad de la Informacion, se ha emprendido un proyecto de investigacion cuyo
objeto era la adquisicion de nuevo conocimiento y el uso de tecnicas de inteligen
cia artificial para contribuir a mejorar las aplicaciones en el dominio de la television
interactiva. Los resultados del proyecto, IntegraTV-4all, constituyen una contribu
cion hacia una nueva television para todos y hacia la promocion del acceso de las
perso-nas con necesidades especiales a las nuevas tecnologfas.

EI desarrollo informatico, adaptado y orientado a diferentes tipos de nece
sidades, incluye interfaces graficas y en lenguaje natural. Se caracterizan las tecni
cas de inteligencia artificial usadas, que incluyen la gestion del dialogo para la
interfaz de lenguaje natural y un narrador virtual en el dominio de los sistemas
interactivos de consumo de entretenimiento digital.
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1.- In rodu ion

A model that supports the organization and dynamic presentation of multi
media content from a combination of live television programming, pre-recorded
content, Internet resources and other services at each interactive system of digital
entertainment consumption (ISDEC) is needed [Chorianopoulos, 2003].

Unlike classic television, ISDECs benefit most from thinking of them in terms
of bits. Once in the machine, there is no need to view programs in the order they
were sent [Negroponte, 1995]. -Some kind of logic, either from the user or from
some other source, can be applied on the multimedia content, with several scena
rios as result.

A few years from now, the 300-plus channels and the pre-recorded content
we have now could evolve into one: MyTV, the channel you program yourself [Rose,
2003]. According to Chorianopoulos et al. [2003], neither the vision of 300-plus
channels, nor the vision of a single personalized channel is suitable. They propose,
and we agree, a number of personalized virtual channels offering enough options in
media experiences, while simplifying the choice from vast and diversified sources of
media content. We here classify both MyTV and virtual channels approaches as ins
tances of a personal guide of television programming (PGTP) super-class.

1.1.- I t r dive ystem of dlgltal- nt rtalnm III 011 ump Ion

ISDECs offer high computational power and large memory. They can support
advanced functionalities (e.g., user modeling, personalization, and speech-recog
nition) and store large amounts of multimedia content [Ardissono, 2001].

TMT Factory's IntegraTV, the ISDEC on which the project described in this
paper is based, is a service of interactive television for hotels (see Figure 1) that
offers the following features: digital films, video-games, music, management of
digital photos, a productivity suite, Internet access, local guide of touristic offer, and
typical hotel services.
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1 2. nolo

Among autonomous-agents technology and principles that can be applied in
ISDECs, there are three main capabilities:

(1) perception: the ability to recognize:
a. the surrounding environment;
b. which content the user is paying attention to;
c. what is in the hard disc;
d. what is on the electronic programming guide (EPG);
e. what is on the PGTP;
f. what the user is saying;

(2) action: the ability to respond to perceived sensation, to change one's own
state or the state of the environment; many actions are usually available; common
actions include all sort of data manipulation;

(3) cognition: the ability to reason, including selecting from among the
actions that are possible in response to perception; reasoning is a complex process
that can include the ability to experiment and learn from the effects of the actions
selected; cognition includes natural-language processing and comprehension, and
dialogue management.

1.3 pe h-r cognl I n ISD_Cs

Apart from TMT Factory, at least two other companies, OneVideo Technology
Corporation and Agile TV, are developing speech-recognition services that will let
viewers change channels with voice prompts. Users speak into a microphone placed
on a remote control, a set-top box or a headset. The services can recognize verbs
like find, scan and record, topics like sports and movies, and the names of movie
stars. Agile's service, called Promptu, also recognizes about 15 regional accents,
and both systems claim to filter out extraneous noise.

The brains of Promptu are at the distribution hubs run by cable companies.
This means consumers need two-way communications with their television provi
der, something satellite providers do not have. Unlike in Promptu, in OneVideo's
service, OneListener, the software is installed locally, making it possible for satelli
te or phone companies to offer the service, too.

With hundreds of channels and thousands of hours of video now available on
most cable and satellite systems, providers are working with an array of PGTP deve
lopers. But most require remote controls packed with buttons or menu screens that
can create more detours than pathways to favorite shows. Current tools are not suf
ficient for easy-to-find and easy-to-navigate searches. No company has committed
yet to offering speech-recognition services to its customers, but several companies
say they could sell or give away the services to win and retain subscribers.
Customers with poor eyesight or other disabilities may also be targeted.
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1.4.- Interaction rnanag m nt in natural-language dialogues

The interaction management of the natural-language interface used in
IntegraTV-4all has as main objective "to achieve flexible and coherent human-com
puter interaction". With this purpose, the involved techniques are dialogue models,
intentional processing and language technologies.

The approach follows the dialogue model called the thread model [Garcia
Serrano, 2002] that makes use of the common ground concept [Clark, 1996] for
attaining coherent and fluent dialogues within an interaction. When two speakers
converse, they cannot possibly exchange all of the information necessary to ensu
re that their utterances are understood as intended. Instead, speakers assume that
they share some common ground with their hearers.

Clark and Schaefer [1 989] define common ground as the propositions whose
truth the speaker takes for granted as part of the background of the conversation.
As a conversation progresses, speakers presuppose the propositions which were
conveyed in previous utterances, adding to the common ground. Thus the net effect
of a conversation is to increase the amount of information that the speakers share.

The thread model is also based on another theory according to which discourse
structure is composed of three separate but interrelated components:

(1) Structure of the sequence of utterances (called the linguistic structure);
(2) a structure of purposes (called the intentional structure);
(3) the state of focus of attention (called the attentional state) [Grosz, 1986].

The interaction is conventionally considered the top level discourse unit, in
spoken conversation. The sequence is a bloc of exchanges (see below) linked toge
ther with a high degree of semantic or pragmatic coherence and with relatively con
sistent participation by the speakers.

A new sequence is supposed to have been initiated once a breakdown in
semantic coherence, pragmatic coherence or speakers' participation causes the end
of the previous sequence. In practice, deciding where one sequence ends and ano
ther begins can be problematic, but it is often possible to spot three types of
sequence within an interaction:

(l) an opening sequence which sets up the interaction (greeting);
(2) one or more sequences with a transactional function;
(3) a closing sequence (salutation).

The exchange is the minimal unit of dialogue. It is conventional to distin
guish three types of exchange:

(1) Exchanges composed of only one intervention (or truncated exchanges).
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These occur when an intervention gives rise to no reaction, either verbal or non
verbal. Example:

L1: What can I do for you?
L2: [no reaction, either verbal or extra-verbal]

(2) Exchanges composed of two interventions. This is the canonical scheme
of the exchange. The first intervention is known as the initiative and the second as
the reaction (or answer). Example:

L1: I'd like to know at what time the alarm is set to ring.
L2: The alarm is programmed for eight in the morning.

(3) Exchanges composed of three interventions: an initiating intervention, a
reactive intervention, and an evaluative intervention. Example:

L1: I'd like to know at what time the alarm is set to ring.
L2: The alarm is programmed for eight in the morning.

Ll: Ah! Ok.

While the exchange is the basic unit of dialogue, the intervention is the basic
unit produced by a single speaker, i.e. it is a monologic unit. An intervention may
contain several speech (or communicative) acts [Austin, 1975] [Searle, 1969].
Example:

L1: Good morning. (Greet) What can I do for you? (Authorize)

Language is used for representing the world, but above all it allows speakers
to carry out actions (to greet, to ask for authorization, to give orders, to make
requests, to thank ... ). Communicative acts are specific acts produced by language.
The communicative act can be considered the minimal unit of the speech/discour
se grammar.

2.- IntegraTV 4all

A consortium coordinated by TMT Factory and formed, besides, by the
Ramon L1ull University (La Salle Engineering and Architecture; User Lab), the
Technical University of Madrid (Department of Artificial Intelligence) and the Carlos
III University of Madrid (Department of Computer Science) carried out a project,
IntegraTV-4all, which wants to extend interactive television in new directions,
through the development, and integration into the IntegraTV ISDEC, of a new modu
le that contributes to facilitate the personal autonomy and the social integration of
groups such as, primarily, people with some sensorial impairment (blindness, visual
deficiencies, deafness, impaired hearing ability, limitations of speech).

Potentially, nevertheless, the results of the project, which counts on the aid
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of the Spanish Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade through an important grant
under the PROFIT program and on the collaboration of the ONCE foundation and the
ATLAS and Fundosa Teleservicios companies, could also be useful for people with
some physical or psychic impairment as well as for the elderly.

The project was subdivided in several, sequential phases, of which the ones most
related to accessibility to audiovisual means for people with special needs are des
cribed in this section. In phase 2, a basic service of interactive television was imple
mented, which lets users navigate through the menus using their voice. More pre
cisely, the output of phase 2 is characterized by the possibility for guests to activa
te and use the system by voice, in such a way that they are able to take advantage
of all the services of IntegraTV and to navigate through the system without the need
of visual references, given that all the options on the screen and all the texts are
presented by voice.

During phase 3, described in detail later, a residential version of the service
is developed (see Figure 2) and conversational capabilities are added to the system,
within a limited domain. Table 1 shows a comparison of the main menu's content
for the hotel and residential versions of the service.
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2.1 Targe u ers and servlC 01 Ions

Unlike previous versions of IntegraTV, IntegraTV-4all is not only hotel
oriented, but is also thought for domestic users. It has to work for users with sen
sorial impairments, but it has also to be accessible for elder people and it has to be
useful for any user without impairments (design for all). Target users are classified
in the following groups:

1. people with visual deficiencies (including the blind);
2. people with hearing and speaking disorders (including the hard of hea

ring and the deaf);
3. people with access difficulties to the TV system and the elderly;
4. people without impairments.

However, the system is not apt for all the impairments described at the same
time, and the previous segmentation of users helps to activate or deactivate the
following options:

1. Control by voice: for users with visual deficiencies (see Figure 3). Data
input is made by natural language, and all the options of the menus as well as all
the texts and the answers of the system are spoken.

2. Addition of sign language and subtitles: for people with hearing and spe
aking disorders (see Figure 4). Data input is made with the remote control or the
keyboard, and the system always presents the information with texts, and subtitles
or sign language (integration with the virtual characters described later).

3. Interface with interactive, virtual presenter: for people with access diffi
culties to the TV system and the elderly. The interactive, virtual presenter assists
users during navigation and is conceived as a likeable assistant which facilitates the
use of the system.

2.2.- Us 1 l!l r ee nd fune IOning of he naviga Ion system

The main menu of IntegraTV-4all includes the following options: Television
- Movies - Music - Telephone - Alarm Clock - Assistant (see Figure 5). Each menu
gives access to a series of tree-like sub-menus. In one of its configurations (option
3 above), IntegraTV-4all's interface includes two types of virtual characters, which
can, at times, be integrated between them:

1. Realistic, virtual speaker (RVS). With the objective of improving the levels
of accessibility and usability of the system, the La Salle Engineering and Architecture
group developed a system of realistic, virtual locution with expressive speech, con
cretely, a new output interface based on a talking head of easy personalization. In
order to reach this goal, the interface is equipped with the capability to show a rea
listic face, generated from previously recorded images, and to provide it with a
natural behavior through synthetic, expressive speech along with the corresponding
face expressions.
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Using artificial

2. Interactive, virtual presenter (IVP). TMT Factory is developing a virtual pre
senter (see Figure 5) which contributes to the replacement of the standard menu
interface and appears on the screen with all the options of each section represen
ted by icons located around it on an ellipse and with a certain depth. The IVP gives
the user suggestions and assists him, when necessary, in the use of the system.
Once an order is received from the user (the selection of an option), the IVP takes
the corresponding icon and locates it in the foreground, while the non-chosen icons
are replaced (using an animation) by the sub-options of the new section. It is
important to consider, though, that the contribution of the IVP is more in the high
quality interface and friendliness, than in the capabilities of natural-language pro
cessing, which is carried out by other modules of the system.
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For users with hearing disorders, in the bottom part of the screen, subtitles
are shown with the output of the RVS or IVP, and the interpretation that the system
makes of user requests.

In the bottom part of the screen, there are always three other icons: back,
menu and help (or info). In most cases, two other icons are present on the screen:
television and suggestions. Although the navigation system is thought so that it
works by voice, the remote control can also be used in order that with the left and
right arrows it is possible to change option, and with the ok key the option is cor.
firmed.

2.3. Services

IntegraTV-4all includes all the services of IntegraTV (see section 1.1) and, in
addition, the following ones (corresponding to user groups described in section
2.1 ):

1. services for people with reduced or no visual ability:

1.1 alarm clock and sleeper with management by means of natural-langua
ge, free dialog (see section 3);

1.2 room or home audio-guides, with an ad-hoc description of the surroun
ding environment;

1.3 communication with hotel's reception and customer service, integrating
the functionality of the telephone (version for hotels only);

2. visual, on-screen alerts for people with reduced or no hearing ability:

2.1 alert for incoming telephone call;
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2.2 alert for call at the door;

2.3 communication with hotel's reception and customer service by means of
text and images (version for hotels only);

3. more intuitive, warm interface:

3.1 interactive, virtual presenter;

3.2 room or home audio-guides.
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An example end-user scenario for the final demonstrator is as follows (see
also Figure 6):

A person with reduced or no visual ability goes to a room of a hotel, opens
the door and leaves his suitcases. Ten seconds after the door has been opened, the
audio-guide's "Welcome to the hotel" message begins to play. The client listens to
the greeting message and the description of her room. Once the description ;s finis
hed, the system informs about the available options of dialogue and then waits acti
vated, ready to begin a conversation. The client prefers to begin arranging her stuff.
After a while, she decides to begin the conversation with the system, for instance to
try and program the alarm clock.
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Although the interaction manager can be applied to any application domain,
in IntegraTV-4all it is limited to the domain of the alarm clock, where it has conver
sational capabilities. Let us consider the following scene, continuation of the previous
scenario, in which J is in her hotel room and is prepared to go downstairs to have
lunch, but, before that, she decides to configure the alarm clock for the following
morning (by means of the system for recognition and management of free language).
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J: Computer ... morning!
IntegraTV-4all: Good morning. What can I do for you?
J: I'd like to know at what time the alarm is set to ring.
IntegraTV-4all: The alarm is programmed for eight in the morning.
J: I want to change the time.
IntegraTV-4all: Tell me to what new time you wish to program it.
J: To a quarter past nine.
IntegraTV-4all: The alarm has been set to a quarter past nine in the morning.
J: Good, thank you very much.
IntegraTV-4all: So long.
J: So long.

The program that generates the interventions of IntegraTV-4all in answer to
J's queries handles the dialogue as the combination of discourse threads. At any
given time during the interaction, only one of these threads is developed. Threads'
main features are, among others, their unique purpose (or intention, as stated by
Grice [1975]), their state, their context space and their commitment (see below). All
this information belongs to the common ground and is shared between user and
system (the speakers). It is necessary to assure a certain level of accuracy for the
shared conjectures held in the common ground and this is obtained through the
thread commitment, whose basis is, again, found in the theories of the common
ground and the joint action. It may happen that certain events during the thread
development affect the commitment (weakening or reinforcing it); if the commit
ment falls too low, the system tries reinforcing it, thus assuring the progress of the
interaction.

The order in which the threads are developed is not fixed, but dynamically
arranged by both speakers during the interaction. However, for a thread to be deve
loped, both participants in the interaction have to be focusing on that thread.
Hence, in the frame of Grosz and Sidner's theory [1986], an attentional structure is
needed to keep track of speakers' focus and thread development. The reinforce
ment processes, sometimes carried out by the system, by avoiding focus losses and
speeding up the interaction, also affect the attentional state. A first version of this
approach has been tested in a virtual assistant for e-commerce during the ADVICE
European project [Garda-Serrano, 2004], and an enhanced version was implemen
ted within the VIP-Advisor Project, concerning an assistant for risk management
[Hernandez, 2004].

J.1.- In eraction processing

Any user-intervention is formed by one or more communicative acts. When
the user utters her intervention, she could be aimed to develop an existing thread
or to introduce a new one (initiative). During the interaction analysis, every utteran
ce found is translated into actions (communicative acts). The interaction is segmen
ted into independent sequences and these ones are segmented into exchanges. (An
example of segmentation is shown in Figure 7.) Then, a set of threads, with their
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ordered sets of actions, is identified. The thread model considers the dialogue as a
combined activity in which the speakers introduce and share goals that are develo
ped during the interaction. For that, both participants advance in the dialogue
according to certain rules (such as, for example, that after a question it is possible
and probable that an answer appears). The set of possible steps (interventions), in
any given moment,is different, based on the state in which the development of a
specific goal (formalized by means of a thread) is. This form of managing the deve
lopment of each thread takes the name of dialogue games, and can be carried out,
for example, using nondeterministic finite-states automata. The system considers
a series of possible states and the possible transitions among them that can be
made during the conversation. Transitions among states can be caused as much by
the dialogue manager as by the interventions of the user. More precisely, it is the
analysis of a communicative act that makes an automaton evolve towards another
state.
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With this model it is possible to maintain different threads open during a
conversation. Each thread is introduced to reach a different goal. These threads are
organized hierarchically, being the goal of the base thread the development of the
very conversation between the IntegraTV-4all system and the user.

4.- Conclusions

The IntegraTV-4all project applied advanced artificial-intelligence techni
ques, such as natural-language processing, to achieve adapted services of leisure
and information through the television system, primarily in especially accessible
hotels. These services are characterized by advanced visual and speech interfaces
to facilitate the stay to guests with sensorial disabilities.

These services can contribute to facilitate the personal autonomy and the
social integration of groups such as, above all, people with some sensorial impair
ment. Potentially, nevertheless, the results of the project could also be useful for
people with some physical or psychic impairment as well as for the elderly.
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